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Who are we?

The Bosscher International team aims for the best quality and price for every customer, whilst working passionately! Through our
ambitions and experience, we learned to work customer-centric, where we focus on finding the best solution for every situation and
offer a 100% service to provide the best service to our customer!
I have carefully selected and approached the production factories that we work with, to set the required expectations that enables us
to guarantee our customers the best quality. The knowledge and experience that I gained within the industry comes from visiting and
spending time in these factories (over a period of more than 15 years in the meantime), which I passionately convey to our colleagues
and customers!
Especially our socks are very much in favour, in the meantime we sell more socks than cufflinks! As we do not want our customers to
worry about any step in the process, we offer full-service from A to Z. So, we arrange development of the design(s), delivery of samples,
the production, and the delivery of the order.
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About yarn
Yarn thickness: 13S 16S 32S 40S
Yarn materials: cotton \ carded cotton \ mercerized cotton \
polyuetherane \ spandex \ elastic \ metallic yarn \ nylon \ modal \
normal acrylic \ wool \ polyester \ silk \ bamboo \ organic cotton

production technology

needle count

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

54
176

Knitting
Embroidery
Print
Terry
Rubber / Silicone
Soft processing
Stitching

72
200

84

96

108

110

120

144

168

NOTE: More special socks are availabe, please contact us for more
information
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casual socks
Our casual socks can be made with 12 different colours, which enables
us to make you any design you like. We can place your logo very
prominent or make it part of the pattern.
Due to the high percentage cotton (85%) the socks are utmost
comfortable to wear.
These socks are often used as merchandise, premium or give-away.
Complete the sock with a custom-made packaging in your house style
to ensure a complete gift.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
One size fits most
Children sizes
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Max. 12 colours
85% Cotton, 10% polyamide, 5% elasthan
3/4 Days for a photo sample
2 Weeks for production
120
35-38, 39-42, 43-46 and 47-50
38-44 or 40-46
24-26, 28-31 and 33-35

Sport socks
Walking, jogging, tennis, cycling, so many sports, so many socks. We
can make a sock for every sport, whether it´s ankle short or knee long.
We can add extra padding or make a compression sock. We can use the
colours of your house style and integrate your logo.
When you are sponsoring a sports event or you want to surprise your
sporty clients, this is the product you need.
Complete the sock with a custom-made packaging in your house style
to ensure a complete gift.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
One size fits most
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Max. 5 colours
Depending on design
3/4 Days for a photo sample
2 Weeks for production
120
35-38, 39-42, 43-46 and 47-50
38-44 or 40-46

house socks with anti-slip studs
(standard or in own design)
These socks are everything you need during the long winters evening.
They keep your feet warm and make sure you don´t slip. The non-slip
studs can be placed in any design you like. So not only can you have
the sock designed according to your house style, you can also add your
logo to the sole.
Surprise this Christmas your clients and your colleagues with these
custom-made house socks, complete this gift with a custom-made
packaging, so they will never forget about you.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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Max. 6 colours
82% Cotton, 13% polyester, 5% elasthan
2 Weeks for sample
4/5 Weeks for production
120
35-38, 39-42 and 43-46

work socks
During work hours feet must be comfortable and safe. These socks
provide extra comfort when wearing these socks in work shoes and can
also be produced with extra reinforcements to act as ergonomic socks.
Work socks can be made in the colours of your company and be
personalized with your logo. The socks will complement your
company´s workwear.
Complete the sock with a custom-made package in your house style to
ensure a complete gift.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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Max. 6 colours
Depending on design
5 Days for sample
3 Weeks for production
120
35-38, 39-42, 43-46 and 47-50

printed socks
With these kinds of socks the design is literally printed directly on the
socks. Any design can be used, whether it´s a picture or a painting.
360 degrees printing enables better permeability of colours, creating
excellent results: even when stretching the socks, they remain beautiful!
Add a full colour package in your house style and you will have the
perfect business gift.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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Full colour
95% Polyester, 5% spandex
95% Bamboo, 5% spandex
2 Weeks for sample
4/5 Weeks for production
240
35-38, 39-42 and 43-46

baby and children socks
These socks are cute, comfortable and any parent will be happy
to receive these. Our custom-made baby and children socks are
comfortable for the little feet due to the high percentage of cotton
(80%).
Use bright colours to emphasize your logo and house style. Give the
socks away to your clients and colleagues with kids and make it a
complete gift with a personalized label or box for multiple pairs.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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Max. 6 colours
80% Cotton, 18% polyamide, 2% elasthan
2 Weeks for sample
5 Weeks for production
250
Baby: 0-6 months, 6-12 months, 0-1 year,
and 1-2 years
Children: 24-26, 28-31 and 33-35

special materials
Organic cotton and bamboo
Organic cotton is grown without pesticides. In order to ensure that
the crop is not eaten by insects, other insects are used to combat
these harmful insect populations. Pests are also controlled by applying
botanical plant extracts. Organic cotton is also picked by hand. To be
able to pick it by machine, chemical defoliants have to be used, which
of course is not allowed. Our organic cotton socks have the GOTS
Certificate.

ORGANIC COTTON
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes

5 Colours
80% Organic cotton, 15% nylon, 5% spandex
6 Weeks
1000
35-38, 39-42 and 43-46

Bamboo socks are comfortable because they are seamless, absorb
moisture and are very soft. Bamboo has a cooling effect in summer and
a warming effect in winter. When growing bamboo, very little water is
used and it grows without fertilizers and pesticides.
The main characteristics of bamboo fibre are:
•
Naturally soft
•
Breathable, it keeps feet dry
•
Odour resistant, helps combat unpleasant odours

BAMBOO
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes

5 Colours
65% Bamboo, 30% polyamide, 5% spandex
6 Weeks
500
35-38, 39-42 and 43-46
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packaging
There are many ways to pack our products, for example for socks we
can choose for a box, a tube, a label or a sleeve. There are also many
Eco-products available.
Choose a sliding box for 1 pair of socks or a custom-made box for 2 to 5
pairs of socks.
The boxes are all to be custom-made with your own design!
Sustainable and biodegradable packing:
Sustainable packing contributes to sustainability, with our eco boxes
and labels we want to contribute to prevent waste of products.
Biodegradable packaging is made from material that will decay without
problems in nature. As a result, it will not roam for years and cause all
kinds of problems, such as with many plastics.
Do not hesitate about your packing and go Eco!
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Types of beanies

About yarn
Yarn thickness: 13S 16S 32S 40S
Yarn materials: cotton \ organic cotton \ spandex \ elastic \ metallic
yarn \ nylon \ normal acrylic

production technology

needle count

•
•
•
•
•

5 / 7 / 10 / 12 gauge

Knitting
Embroidery
Print
Fleece
Thinsulate

NOTE: More special beanies are availabe, please contact us for more
information
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beanies
During outdoor activities, our custom-made hats / beanies offer optimal
protection against cold and wind and therefore an excellent winter
accessory. We also offer reflective beanies, they are ideal for early winter
evenings and dark mornings. The reflective material from this beanie
provides extra visibility, of course this beanie is ideal for professionals
who are working outside during the cold winter months. We can
provide the beanie with Thinsulate! This ensures that the hat will keep
you warm and at the same time you will remain visible in the dark.
Do you want to participate in the winter trend? Then think of
customized beanies, completely personalized with your own logo. The
hat can also be expanded with, among other things, a Pom in different
colours and there is the choice of a cuff.
Our beanies are fully customized and can be tailored 100% to the
wishes of the customer by our design department. You can fully
customize your hat with a leather label, a woven label or embroidery on
the beanie.

BEANIES
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
REFLECTIVE BEANIES
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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4 Colours
100% Arcyl
2/3 Days for a photosample
2 Weeks for production
100
Adult 22x22cm or kids 18x18cm
4 Colours
100% Arcyl
2 Weeks for sample
5 Weeks for production
250
Adult 22x22cm or kids 18x18cm

Scarves
Our woven and knitted scarves are a perfect winter accessory because
they offer optimal protection against cold and wind.
We produce knitted, woven and digital printed scarves.
Our knitted scarves are double-sided and can have maximum 6 colours.
Our woven scarves are used in sports competitions and matches,
woven scarves can be single-sided and double-sided.
The printed scarves can be full colour printed with as many colours
as you want. We can produce different prints; satin printed and polar
printed scarves.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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6 Colours
100% Arcyl
2/3 Days for a photosample
2 Weeks for production
50
140x18cm or 140x20cm

Cufflinks and pins
Tailor made cufflinks can be made from 50 pairs on, custom-made
pins can be made from 100 pieces on. There are many possibilities to
make cufflinks and pins, for example diamond engraved-, embossed-,
coloured-, printed and 3D model cufflinks.
A few examples:
Cufflinks are often embossed to create an exclusive and stylish
appearance. These Cufflinks are quite popular with our customers as
they are stylish and attractively priced. Embossed Cufflinks are therefore
extremely popular and often selected by our customers! A tailor-made
stick Pin is a chic present that is distinctive and controversial. Stick Pins
can be made in several ways. A coloured stick Pin, a printed stick Pin, a
carved stick Pin, and many more! Enamel Pins with Pantone colours is
an often-selected production method to produce colourful Pins. These
Pins are hand-made, debossed, which is subsequently coloured to
provide a Pantone colour of your choice.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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Custom made
Brass / sterling silver / iron / stainless steel
/ gold
2/4 weeks after sample approvel
100 Pieces
Custom made

Christmas Socks, Beanies and Scarves
Socks / beanies or scarves as a Christmas Present!
Our standard Christmas Socks, available from stock or customizable
from 120 pairs with Oeko-Tex and Sedex 6.0 certificate. Can be
personalized with a head card/sleeve or a nice box.
Our Beanies and Scarves are to be Custom-made from 100 pieces only,
with a delivery of 2 weeks!
Cheerful Christmas socks are indispensable! Order the Christmas socks
from stock with our standard designs or have the Christmas socks
fully custom-made to the wishes of the client. For both ladies and
gentlemen, Christmas socks are the perfect addition to your Christmas
outfit.
Of course, Christmas socks are also ideal to give as a gift during a
Christmas drink or as a thank you for the hard work you have put in over
the past year! Our socks are provided with Oeko-Tex thread and perfect
as giveaway with a nice head card, sleeve or (Eco)-box.
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Christmas Jumpers
Do you want to get ready for Christmas and give away one of your
own Ugly Christmas Jumper? We can create your own design for the
Jumpers, so you can stand out in the crowd!
The ugly Christmas jumpers trend started as a joke, but it’s one of the
Holidays season’s most fun traditions!
Cheerful Christmas jumpers are fun to wear! Order the Christmas
jumpers from stock with our standard designs or have the Christmas
jumper fully custom made to the wishes of the client. For both children,
ladies and gentlemen, Christmas jumpers are the perfect addition to
your Christmas outfit.

Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes
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6 Colours
100% Acryl
8 Weeks
100
Children size from 2 to 16 years old
S / M / L / XL / XXL

rpet Socks and scarves
A scarf or sock made of 100% recycled polyester, rPET scarves can be
made from 100 pieces, socks can be offered from 600 pairs. By offering
recycled polyester scarves or socks, we want to contribute to the
reduction of plastic. What are recycled rPET scarves and socks?
Recycled polyester yarns are made of recycled plastic. It’s a green and
sustainable alternative for other types of fabric. When you see polyester
on a label, you often think that it is an unsustainable fibre, does not
feel nice and makes you sweat quickly. Recycled polyester is not, it is a
green version of the textile, which is made of PET. For example, found
in water bottles, etc. These packagings are collected through various
channels and strictly sorted, cleaned and washed before it comes to a
yarn. Plus points:

R-PET SOCKS
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes

5 Colours
83% rPET, 15% nylon, 3% lycra
8 Weeks
1000
35-38, 39-42 and 43-46

R-PET SCARVES
Colours
Material
Delivery time
MOQ
Sizes

Full colour
100% Recycled polyester
6 Weeks
100
140x18cm or 140x20cm

rPET is a durable and workable material
rPET is the most eco-friendly material
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How to order?
First, design!

Approved, let's go!

Pricing policy

The first step is a design.
Option 1: we make the designs with our
in-house design team.
Option 2: we give you templates and you
will provide the designs.

As soon as the designs are approved, we
are going to make samples. Visuals of
samples will be provided as soon as we
have them, the shipment of the production
samples are for free.
After approval of the samples we will start
the production. We will also provide you
the delivery time of the products as soon
as we have them.

Since our productions are carried out on
special design orders, we have indication
price-lists. Prices vary according to
materials used in production, yarns and
transport options.
For more information, e-mail us:
info@bosscher-international.com.
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Delivery options
Air transport

Land transport

Sea transport

We use both Express and Airfreight
transport.
This will allow us delivery in 3 days to 1
week directly to you for specific place of
shipping. Next day delivery is also possible.

Land transport by lorry gives us the
opportunity to deliver between 1 and 2
weeks, we will use this more often with the
bigger order amounts.

For long distances, big orders and
long deadlines, we also offer sea
transportation. This will take around 1
month according to destination airport.
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[Geef tekst op]

Certificate
Number 86637
This certificate proves that

Bosscher International
Has offset 36.8 tonnes of CO2 with Gold Standard cooking stove projecten
Climate Neutral Group invests in emission reduction projects which combine energy,
environment and developmental solutions into sustainable business opportunities
in developing countries.
Our offset projects are carefully selected for their wider social and environmental benefits.
These socially progressive projects simultaneously reduce carbon emissions and improve
the quality of life of people who are threatened by the impacts of climate change.
As such, they are a powerful tool for sustainable development.

René Toet
Managing Director
Utrecht, 13/01/2020
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